Dear Mr. Gist,

Just a line to let you know I've changed my address but I'm still around. I've been getting the News Letter regularly and it's been invaluable. Jim Wheeler and Wes Graham say the same thing in their letters. Wes is somewhere on the same front I'm on but I'm not sure exactly where.

My outfit was in France for a while in an Army camp and later quartered in a small town. Then we moved up thru Luxembourg into Germany to join Patton's Third Army.

We have added a new word to our everyday vocabulary. The word isn't exactly new but the connotation is. The word is "liberate." For instance I'm writing on liberated stationery with liberated ink out of a liberated ink bottle. And last nite I assisted two other characters in liberating a bottle of champagne.

My best regards to Mady and John and Charlie and the rest.

Solangi - Jack